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Trade Knowledge Essentials








Customs Brokerage







FAQs
What is a customs broker?
[in Canada] Licensed by the Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA), a customs broker may act as an agent for commercial businesses importing product to Canada in order for a shipment to be released by Canada Customs and 9 participating government agencies (PGA’s), such as Canadian Food Inspection Agency, Health Canada or Transport Canada, all of which may require forms and documents to be supplied to them. A Harmonized System Tariff classification number must be applied to each product imported. This code determines the rate of duties and taxes that must be paid to CBSA.

[in U.S.] A customs broker is licensed by U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) to conduct CBP business on behalf of importers who give the broker power of attorney to act as an agent for their commercial businesses importing product into the USA. This includes, but is not limited to, government agencies such as CBP, FDA, NHTSA, EPA, USDA and USFWS. All required documents and forms must be supplied to these agencies with a Harmonized System Tariff classification number for each product imported. This code determines the rate of duties and taxes that must be paid to the U.S. Treasury department through CBP.

With all the changing rules and regulations in cross-border transactions, it makes good business sense to use a customs broker







What is the advantage of using a customs broker?
	Risk Management - A customs broker can help ensure that the importer is meeting all regulations governing the import and export of goods traveling across Canadian/U.S. borders.In Canada, the CBSA employs detailed post entry verifications as a way of monitoring importers compliance obligations relating to import and export regulations, USMCA/CUSMA or other free trade agreements, duty reductions, customs valuation and duty relief programs.Non-compliance can lead to significant penalties in both Canada and the U.S.. Customs brokers can assist you in managing your compliance and reducing the cost of non-compliance.
	A customs broker can assist the importer with the increased complexity of USMCA/CUSMA regulations, enabling them to take advantage of it and other free trade agreement opportunities that can have a significant impact on a company’s bottom line, through the reduction of import duties and taxes in the three USMCA/CUSMA eligible countries.
	A customs broker stays abreast of the growing number of rules, regulations, and conditions that allow the importer to qualify for Free Trade Agreements.
	A close relationship with a customs broker can help expedite the timely delivery of goods.
	Flexible staffing - Customs brokers alleviate the need for importers to have staff with specialized customs knowledge and so frees up the importer to concentrate on revenue-generating core competencies.
	Customs brokers manage peaks and valleys of importing volumes, creating automated entry documents from previously classified goods. This work requires knowledge of customs entry regulations.
	Customs brokers provide post-entry work that may take the form of a refund or other payment amendment request to the CBSA in Canada; or a post summary correction request to the CBP resulting in a refund or supplemental duty tender in the U.S.. Changes in information regarding the description, value, quantity or origin of the imported goods often requires further processing.
	Customs brokers provide shipping advice and monitoring and tracking of goods.
	Customs brokers provide IT support, Hardware, Software, Hardware/Software maintenance costs, personnel and associated overheads, required to report goods electronically to CBSA or CBP.
	Passive Control - New technology on the part of the customs broker gives importers the ability to gain control over importing information without taking on the function (e.g. web-based trade information management solutions).
	Brokerage Fees - Customs broker fees are usually only a small portion of your company's overall importing cost.








Can we import our goods without the services of a customs broker?
[in Canada] An individual can represent themself or a company employee can represent a company, without a signed Power of Attorney from that company, and then can complete Customs Declaration on behalf of themselves or the said company. By completing the Customs Declaration (B3 Entry), the individual is essentially declaring the entry is 100% correct. This would include import requirements being met by other governmental departments (i.e. The Canadian Food Inspection Agency), ensuring the correct HS Tariff Number(s) have been used, and all of the Customs coding information on the B3 Form is correct. Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) often audit entries and confirms import requirements are compliant. If any information provided to CBSA is incorrect, AMPS Penalties can and will be issued.  Only a licensed customs broker can represent companies, other than their own firm, provided that a General Agency Agreement has been completed.

[in U.S.] You can import up to $2500.00 without the assistance of a customs broker however, it is always up to the discretion of the officer whether they accept your declaration or request that you obtain the services of a broker.







Do I need a customs broker for personal goods?
No, you are not required to have a customs broker to assist you in clearing your goods through Customs. You may choose to clear them on your own, but it will always be up to the discretion of the attending officer if he / she requires you to present a formal Customs entry.







What does it cost to use a customs broker?
A brokerage fee is usually determined by the total value of the shipment being imported or the amount of work required. In some cases, a set rate or fee is agreed upon between the broker and client.







If our company uses the services of a competing customs broker, what steps are involved with switching to use Cole International?
Changing customs brokers to use the services of Cole International is fairly simple.  

You would have to forward Cole a completed and valid General Agency Agreement [in Canada] or valid Power of Attorney [in U.S.], an Account information Sheet, set up an account and make payment arrangements.   

The Account Representative at Cole International would assist in notifying carriers and the previous customs broker.







What paperwork is required?
When importing to Canada either a Commercial Invoice or Canada Customs Invoice (CCI) is normally used. In the U.S. a Commercial Invoice can be used. The following information must be noted on either invoice; total value of goods, currency of purchase, country of origin (of manufacture), shipper and consignee full name and address as well as a piece count, weight and detailed description of the product(s). A USMCA/CUSMA or other free trade certificates are required to take advantage of preferential duty rates when applicable. All required forms necessary for importation and freight movement are provided on our website under Tools & Resources_Forms.







How do I pay Duties and Taxes?
[in Canada] A multi-year initiative is currently underway at CBSA, that will transform the collection of tax and duty for goods imported into Canada, otherwise known as The CBSA Assessment and Revenue Management (CARM) project.

In May of 2021, the Canada Border Services Agency will introduce a new suite of online tools through CARM, to help streamline the process of importing commercial goods into Canada. Most of CARM’s features will be part of the new CARM Client Portal (CCP). 

Prior to June of 2022, all importers will be required to register for access to the portal and participate in managing their own customs activities and profiles in closer coordination with customs brokers and other service providers. This means importers will be responsible for making all payments for duty and taxes directly to CBSA.  

Payment will be facilitated via electronic funds transfer (EFT), electronic data interchange (EDI) payment, credit card, or pre-authorized debit (PAD). CBSA will be phasing out payment by cash or cheque. CBSA has advised that failure to apply for CCP access will prevent your goods from crossing the border. Visit our website for more information on CARM and how it will impact your business.

[in U.S.] Once credit has been established, an account is created for your company with a line of credit. Cole International can then pay U.S. Customs and Border Protection on your behalf for any monies owing related to the duties and taxes applicable to each shipment processed. Cole International will issue your company an invoice covering all duties, taxes and fees incurred for that shipment. All invoices are required to be paid in full, within 15 days of clearance. Importers are also required to obtain their own bond with US CBP through an authorized surety company. This process can be facilitated by the broker.

An Importer can also establish an ACH account with CBP that allows them to pay duties and taxes directly to the government.  They complete an ACH Application (CBP Form 400) and submit it to CBP with their banking information.  Once approved, CBP will issue the importer a Payer Unit Number that corresponds to the bank on the setup form.  The Payer Unit Number is similar to a PIN in that the broker can reference it when submitting the final entries summary confirmations, and CBP will automatically debit the funds directly from the importer’s bank account.  The broker will also send a copy of the ACH statement to the importer when it is processed so the importer can manage their cash-flow accordingly.







What makes Cole International stand above other customs brokers and logistics companies?
Choosing a logistics partner to clear your shipments through customs and keep them moving can be a daunting, often perplexing task. In your search for an experienced, highly competent logistics partner, keep the following considerations in mind:

Responsive support: We believe you deserve direct access to logistic specialists that are intimately familiar with your business. That's why we make this a key component of our service commitments.

Rapid response times: Look for companies that respond quickly to your inquiries. If they aren't responding quickly to a potential new customer, how will they perform when it comes to the day-to-day issues involved in clearing customs?

Effective document management: Clearing shipments through customs is all about managing information, documents and forms – commercial invoices, bills of lading, arrival notices and the like. Look for a customs broker who understands and espouses the need for precision and the importance of total compliance. When it comes to customs clearing, corner cutting is a disaster waiting to happen.

Top-shelf service for every customer: Cole International prides itself on delivering the same level of personalized service to small and medium enterprises as it does to the Fortune 500.

Here today... and still here tomorrow: The best logistic partners have a knack for attracting and retaining the industry's best practitioners, and their long-term loyalty translates into preeminent customer service and the satisfaction that comes from dealing with the same highly competent people over a long period.







Can a shipper / exporter from Canada take responsibility for all the fees associated when goods are exported from Canada?
Yes, the exporter out of Canada may be the "Importer of Record" for product entering the USA. A bond will be applied, and a Customs assigned number requested identifying the foreign-based company to CBP as doing business in the USA. The "Importer of Record" is liable and responsible for all declarations and penalties. As there are many rules and regulations that apply, it can become very tedious keeping track of all the necessary forms. It makes good business sense to have professionals like Cole International to handle this for you.







Can a shipper / exporter into Canada take responsibility for all the fees associated when goods are imported into Canada?
Yes, the exporter may become a Non-resident importer. This is a company with no physical presence in Canada that wishes to take responsibility with Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) for all entry issues. This includes all fees, declarations and penalties. As there are many rules and regulations that apply, it can become complicated, keeping track of all the necessary forms. Cole International has a department dedicated to NRI programs.







Should our company use several different customs brokers, depending on the mode of transportation or the location of the entry?
This practice is definitely NOT recommended.  We recommend that a company only use a single customs broker and build a rapport with a client service representative who becomes familiar with your imported goods.  Using the services of more than one customs broker leaves a company exposed to potential errors and to a CBSA or CBP audit.  Customs Agencies view an importer as a single "account", and therefore all shipments regardless of the Port of Entry, mode of transportation, or carrier are applied to the account associated with the company's business.







When shipping goods by courier, is it recommended that we use the customs brokerage services provided by that of a courier even though we use a different customs broker for our truck, air and sea freight shipments?
In the US, not using the courier’s brokerage services almost always adds two or three days to the transit. It is best to use the courier unless you have a compliance sensitive product.







At which Customs ports can Cole International clear goods?
Cole International has offices in all major Canadian cities and at strategic locations along the border and throughout the United States, including locations that operate 24/7/365. Cole International has 39 branches offering customs brokerage and freight forwarding services – a breadth of locations and services few brokers can match. We offer nationwide services with Remote Location Filing (RLF) capabilities at all border crossings, airports, rail stations and ocean ports.







When shipping goods by courier, is it recommended that we use the customs brokerage services provided by that of a courier even though we use a different customs broker for our truck, air and sea freight shipments?
This practice is definitely NOT recommended. We recommend that a company only use a single customs broker and builds a rapport with an account representative who becomes familiar with your imported goods. Using the services of more than one customs broker can expose a company to potential errors.







Are there restrictions on what items can be brought into Canada?
[in Canada] Yes, there are many things to take into account. Canada Customs enforces all the regulations required by the nearly 60 other government agencies. Many different items can be prohibited from entering Canada if they do not meet the necessary criteria. A customs broker can provide the advice and information required to determine if your products can be allowed into the country and what is information or permits are needed.

[in U.S.] Yes, there are many things to take into account with CBP and Homeland Security enforcing regulations that are governed by all government agencies. Many different items can be prohibited from entering the USA if they do not meet the necessary criteria.







Can Cole International review my entries done by other customs brokers to ensure compliance?
Cole’s experienced consulting staff can thoroughly review your previous customs entries and provide solutions and suggestions.  Of course, you will need to supply copies of your Canadian Customs invoices, or commercial invoices, as well as the supporting CBSA or CBP forms and the other customs broker's paperwork.







What if my current customs broker mis-classifies my goods?
[in Canada] There could be serious consequences for applying the incorrect H.S. Tariff to your good, including a full customs audit, resulting in additional duties, interest and significant penalties (Administrative Monetary Penalty System) being issued by the Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA). In addition, your import privileges could be suspended by the Canada Border Services Agency if an importer has been grossly negligent with their imports. Cole International senior customs consultants can review your entries and ensure all steps have been taken to properly comply with CBSA regulations and tariff.

[in U.S.] Harmonized Tariff Classification is the ultimate responsibility of the Importer of Record, and it is expected by Customs that reasonable care will be used in this endeavor. There are potential consequences in reporting the incorrect tariff information to CBP, including overpayments or underpayments of duty, potential penalties and interest charges, further scrutiny and delays of your shipments, and the possibility of full Customs audits. Cole International senior customs brokers are pleased to assist you in the proper classification and reporting of your goods, with the necessary information given regarding the product, and our consulting division is willing and able to assist in correcting previous mistakes, including the filing of “Prior Disclosures” which can protect the importer from penalties.







Is Cole International able to assist with the exporting of goods out of Canada?
Yes. Cole International can assist with the preparation of documentation and transportation when shipping out of Canada or the United States.







Can Cole assist in making transportation arrangements for our goods?
Cole works with many of our clients to assist in making import, export and domestic transportation arrangements for goods moving by truck, air, sea or rail. We employ a dedicated team of logistic coordinators to assist you in transporting your goods to meet both your required timelines and budget.







Can Cole International educate my staff and I on responsibilities, documentation requirements and regulations of customs procedures?
Cole International promotes internal and external training. Due to the complex nature of changes made by Customs and their potential financial implications, we recognize that our customers need up-to-date information. We offer a variety of in-house seminars to prepare our clients to manage compliance, import/export and freight issues.












Learn the Canadian Customs Brokerage Lingo




ACI (Advanced Commercial Information) eManifest 
Providing the CBSA with electronic pre-arrival cargo information, so they are equipped to screen health, safety and security threats related to commercial goods before the goods arrive in Canada.






AES (Automated Export System) Vehicle Filing
To obtain an Internal Transaction Number (ITN) corresponding to an export transaction on vehicles exported from the U.S.






Annual Importer Direct Security (IDS) Bond
Required to obtain release prior to payment for the customs release of commercial goods.






ATA Carnet
A carnet is an international customs document that permits duty-free and tax-free temporary import of goods for up to one year.






B3 Canada Customs Form Preparation
Form B3 – Canada Customs Coding Form is a document used to account for imported goods into Canada for commercial purposes. It is used to provide detailed information on the harmonized classification of imported goods, the country of origin, country of export and the necessary accounting information needed by the CBSA to collect applicable duties and taxes.






Bill of Lading (BOL) Preparation 
This service prepares a detailed list of a shipment of goods, to facilitate the furtherance of goods to their final destination by a last mile carrier after customs clearance.






Canada Customs Invoice (CCI) Preparation 
A Canada Customs Invoice (CCI) is a type of invoice containing 25 fields that incorporates more data elements than the typical commercial invoice. In addition to the standard items found on a commercial invoice (buyer, seller, description of goods, value), the CCI contains fields such as but not limited to; country of origin, number of shipping packages, currency of settlement, place of direct shipment and transportation, packing and miscellaneous charges. All the above data elements are transposed into data sets that are transmitted to the CBSA electronically. These standard data elements are required to submit a formal customs declaration to the CBSA for commercial goods.   






Canadian Vehicle Compliance
Completing and submitting the necessary Transport Canada data elements to ensure compliance under the Canadian Motor Vehicle Safety Act.






CBSA Daily Notice (DN) & Electronic Statement of Account (EDI SOA) Reconciliation
The auditing and transmission of notices and statements from the CBSA to validate the totals, scan for errors and make necessary corrections, and then address these with the CBSA.






ColePac Small Parcel Service
Our in-house service for shipping small parcels between Canada and the United States. Clients simply instruct suppliers to ship prepaid courier ground service to one of our many designated locations in Canada or the U.S. and we take it from there, arranging both customs clearance and delivery.






Courier Low Value System (CLVS) Processing
A customs entry declared to the CBSA for low value commercial shipments currently valued at less than $3300.00 CAD, that are imported via a participating courier (UPS, FedEx, DHL).






Customs Clearance
The process of clearing (importing or exporting) goods through Customs while adhering to all regulatory export and import requirements of a given country.














Customs Entry Preparation
A customs entry is an official declaration of specific information regarding imported merchandise that customs brokers complete on behalf of the importer. The customs entry provides information such as: country of origin, description of the goods, value of the goods, adjustments such as insurance, freight and packaging costs, harmonized system classification number, and amount of duties and taxes on the goods.






EDI (Electronic Data Interchange)
A process which allows companies to send invoice and trade data to trading partners electronically rather than as paper documents. Business entities conducting business electronically are called trading partners.






Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) Release 
Transmitting the importer customs invoice and Participating Government Agency (PGA) data, as well as final accounting documents to the CBSA.






Export Documentation
Submitting required export declarations for goods that may include regulated and/or controlled goods from Canada, using the Canadian Export Reporting System (CERS), an online tool.






Global Affairs Canada (GAC) Permit Application
GAC is responsible for administering the Export and Import Permits Act (EIPA). Their role is to ensure that Canada's foreign policy reflects true Canadian values and advances Canada's national interests; Strengthening rules-based trading arrangements and to expand free and fair market access at bilateral, regional, and global levels.






Importer Direct Security (IDS) Program
Enables the importer to make monthly duty and GST payments directly to the Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA).






Integrated Import Declaration (IID – SO911)
IID is a service option used to electronically declare a customs entry as well as all necessary participating government agency data elements  for release with the CBSA and various government agencies.






Non-Resident Importer (NRI) Goods and Services Tax (GST) Bond
All companies with (Canadian) annual sales of more than $30,000.00 must register for GST and post an annual GST bond. Non-residents must obtain a GST 114 Bond to collect and pay GST.






Ocean Shipment Handling
Attention required to ensure proper customs and steamship release of marine shipments (i.e., managing arrival times, surrendering original Ocean Bill of Lading, arranging delivery, ensuring containers/shipments picked up within free time allowance, following up with carriers.)






PARS (Pre-Arrival Release System)
Submitting the customs entry information in advance allows the importer’s declaration to be reviewed and accepted by Customs prior to the goods arrival at the port of clearance.






Single Window Initiative (SWI) 
Electronically sharing commercial import data between various government agencies and the importing community, to obtain the customs release of commercial goods.






Special Import Measures Act (SIMA)
SIMA provides protection to Canadian producers who face unfair competition in the Canadian marketplace. The CBSA and the Canadian International Trade Tribunal (CITT) are responsible for administration of the SIMA. The CBSA helps protect Canadian industry from injury due to dumping and subsidizing on imported goods.

















Learn the U.S. Customs Brokerage Lingo




ACE (Automated Commercial Environment) eManifest 
A secure online portal used to provide cargo detail to CBP prior to shipment arrival.






ColePac Small Parcel Service
Our in-house, cost-effective service for shipping small parcels between Canada and the United States. Clients simply instruct suppliers to ship prepaid courier ground service to one of our many designated locations in Canada or the U.S. and we take it from there, arranging both customs clearance and delivery.






Customs Clearance 
The act of transferring (importing or exporting) goods through Customs for safely entering another country. Trade is a global way of sending and receiving goods.






Customs Entry Preparation 
A customs entry is an official declaration of specific information regarding imported merchandise that customs brokers complete on behalf of the importer. The customs entry provides information such as; country of origin, description of the goods, value of the goods, adjustments such as insurance, freight and packaging costs, harmonized system classification number, and amount of duties and taxes on the goods.






Delivery Order 
Preparation of documentation providing the proper information to the carrier as to where to pick up the freight, and where the goods are to be delivered.






EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) 
A process which allows companies to send information to us electronically rather than with paper. Business entities conducting business electronically are called trading partners.






Export Documentation 
Submitting export declarations for goods that require to be declared for export that may include regulated and/or controlled goods from Canada, using the Canadian Export Reporting System (CERS), an online tool.






Gap Period Entries 
A gap period occurs when an importer may have an anti-dumping (ADD) or countervailing duty (CVD) decision coming against them. Between the publish date and the effective date (gap period) of an anti-dumping (ADD) or countervailing duty (CVD) decision, importers can import as much of their product without having to pay the ADD or CVD. This timeframe can be as little as one day or up to a week or two. A gap period entry capitalizes on this small window of time to import as much product as possible.














In-Bond 
Preparation of documents to allow shipments to move after arrival at the first port of entry, to another area in the United States, where they will be cleared by U.S. Custom and Border Protection (CBP) or exported out of the United States.






ISF (Importer Security Filing) Submission (10+2 and 5+2) 
A filing that must be done prior to loading goods on the ship at origin. This is required to obtain customs clearance for ocean shipments from other countries once it arrives in the U.S.






Marking Violations and Mitigation 
Physically marking goods with proper “Made In…” stickers in order to satisfy CBP requirements on imported goods which have been examined.






Partner Government Agency (PGA) Submissions 
Required information to obtain clearance of imported goods.






Steel and Aluminum License Application







Surety Bond: Continuous Customs Bond 
This annual bond allows goods to be imported into the U.S., prior to payment of duties and / or taxes and other fees.






Surety Bond: Single Transaction Bond 
Covers a single import transaction at one port of entry.






Temporary Importation Bond (TIB) 
Goods imported to be repaired, altered, or processed in the U.S. within one year and then exported.

















Freight Forwarding







FAQs
Why use Cole’s freight forwarding services?
Cole employs industry professionals in the various modes of transportation including: air, ocean, truck and rail. This industry experience allows us to have market and carrier knowledge, and to have volume purchasing strength that an individual shipper cannot often achieve.







Why use a freight forwarder rather than booking directly with a carrier?
Freight forwarders are non-asset-based service providers that receive client requests and customized services to satisfy the client. Cole will assist with the origin point loading and transport, destination on-forwarding insurance requirements and load consolidations - truly door-to-door solutions. Often at times, carriers are merely interested in building loads for pre-determined routes with company owned vehicles, not door-to-door solutions.







Can Cole assist with non-standard transportation requirements?
For large jobs that require the coordinated transport and customs clearance of over-dimensional, overweight and high-value project cargo – those moves that usually combine complex logistical challenges with project-critical timelines – Cole International’s Project Logistics team has the know-how and experience to get the job done…on time, on budget, anywhere in the world.







What are Incoterms?
Good question!  Have a look at our blog article, “Providing clarity in International Trade” for more information or check out the individual terms HERE.












Learn the Ground Freight Lingo




Our ground freight forwarding services cover two types of transportation:

	Transborder, or shipments crossing or extending across the U.S., Canadian and Mexican border;
	Domestic, or shipments moving within either Canada or the U.S.





Cargo Insurance
Protects your investment, and covers your goods for loss, damage, or delay. Without cargo insurance, all cargo is handled, stored, and carried at the shipper's, owner’s, and consignee's risk.






Courier 
Used to deliver small boxes, envelopes, or documents, usually meant for packages less than 150 pounds. This is normally a door-to-door service that is completed quickly utilizing both truck and air services.














Expedited Shipments 
A delivery method that drastically reduces the time it takes a shipment to reach its intended destination. It comes at a higher price than standard shipping and is usually the quickest service. Most products can be delivered via expedited shipping, but some products are better suited to this rapid fulfillment process than most.






Export Documentation
When required, this document provides information about the goods being shipped, including type, number, and value. This information is used by Customs to control exports, in addition to compiling statistical information about a country’s foreign trade.






Full Truckload (FTL)
A type of shipping mode whereby a truck carries one dedicated shipment, therefore shipments get to the destination sooner as the truck is making no other pickups or drop-offs along the way. With less handling (there is no transferring between trucks mid-transit), the shipment is less likely to get lost or damaged. These shipments can work out cheaper on larger loads as they are less restricted by size and weight restrictions. Cost is usually calculated based on price per mile.






Less Than Truckload (LTL)
A type of shipping mode whereby a truck is available to carry more than one shipment. For smaller shipments, LTL shipping works out cheaper. Cost is usually calculated based on price per weight.






Rail/Intermodal
Intermodal freight transport involves the transportation of freight in an intermodal container or vehicle, using multiple modes of transportation, without any handling of the freight itself when changing modes. Most international freight door to door shipments are intermodal or multimodal. The modes used for the main transit is either ocean or rail, while the mode used for pickup and drop-off is usually road, although barge modes may also be used.

















Learn the Ocean Freight Lingo




Breakbulk
A common method used to successfully transport cargo or goods that cannot fit in standard-size shipping containers or cargo bins. Instead, cargo is transported in bags, boxes, crates, drums, barrels, other handling equipment, or is simply rolled, lifted, or pushed onto a ship or barge. Equipment or goods that are tedious to break down or oversized can benefit from breakbulk shipping. Instead of breaking down the product to fit into a container or bin, the shipper can send the item in its entirety.






Cargo Insurance
Protects your investment, and covers your goods for loss, damage, or delay. Without cargo insurance, all cargo is handled, stored, and carried at the shipper's, owner’s, and consignee's risk.






Expedited Shipments 
A delivery method that drastically reduces the time it takes a shipment to reach its intended destination. It comes at a higher price than standard shipping and is usually the quickest service. Most products can be delivered via expedited shipping, but some products are better suited to this rapid fulfillment process than most.






Export Documentation
Completion and submission of export declarations on behalf of the company at the port of export. It provides information about the goods being shipped, including type, number, and value. This information is used by Customs to control exports, in addition to compiling statistical information about a country’s foreign trade.






Full Container Load (FCL) 
Denotes the container has cargo that is shipped by one shipper for delivery to one consignee.














Less than Container Load (LCL) 
Denotes the container has cargo that is shipped by many shippers for delivery to many consignees.






Letters of Credit (L/C) 
A credit document issued between banks, shippers, and consignees.






Roll On, Roll Off (RoRo) Freight 
RoRo allows freight to roll on and roll off a vessel, as opposed to being lifted onto the vessel with a crane. Commonly used for self-propelled products, such as cars and tractors.






Vessel Charters 
When a shipowner hires out the use of their vessel to a charterer. The contract between the parties is called a charterparty (from the French "charte partie", or "parted document"). The three main types of charter are: demise charter, voyage charter, and time charter.

















Learn the Air Freight Lingo




Air Charters 
A flight that is not part of an airline's published schedule. For example, an airline will not post on its website that the airline will operate a flight from Point A to Point B at 3pm every Wednesday. Instead, charter flights are typically operated for specific unscheduled itineraries.






Cargo Insurance 
Protects your investment, and covers your goods for loss, damage, or delay. Without cargo insurance, all cargo is handled, stored, and carried at the shipper's, owner’s, and consignee's risk.






Courier
Used to deliver small boxes, envelopes, or documents, usually meant for packages less than 150 pounds. This is normally a door-to-door service that is completed quickly utilizing both truck and air services.














Expedited Shipments
A delivery method that drastically reduces the time it takes a shipment to reach its intended destination. It comes at a higher price than standard shipping and is usually the quickest service. Most products can be delivered via expedited shipping, but some products are better suited to this rapid fulfillment process than most.






Export Documentation 
Completing then submitting export declarations on behalf of the company at the port of export. It provides information about the goods being shipped, including type, number, and value. This information is used by Customs to control exports, in addition to compiling statistical information about a country’s foreign trade.






Hand Carry 
Also known as “On-Board Carry” is a specialized expedited transportation service where a courier physically carries the product being shipped onto a passenger flight for transportation to the final destination.
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Cole International is a logistics solutions provider offering a full spectrum of services from customs brokerage, freight forwarding and trade consulting.






Contact us today




	 Phone: 403-262-2771 
	 Toll Free: 1-800-313-4281
	 Fax: 403-262-7301
	 Accounting Fax: 403-262-8039
	 Join our team







Corporate office




1111 49 Avenue NE
Calgary, AB, Canada
T2E 8V2

P.O. Box 2718, Station M
Calgary, AB, Canada
T2P 3C2






Stay connected
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		Benefits of becoming an NRI







As an NRI, you will be able to:

	Exercise greater control over your supply chain
	More effectively predict landed costs, manage price points and make customers’ buying decisions easier
	Compete on a level playing field with domestic suppliers (as shipping goods DDP conveys the impression that they’re coming from a Canadian vendor, and customers are more likely to purchase products when the listed price is the “all in” final price)
	Work with one customs broker who knows your business intimately (ensuring accurate, consistent information and easy access to all import records)
	Expand your market reach and, by reducing your overall cost to supply goods into Canada, improve your profit margins
	Enhance your ecommerce and gain higher customer satisfaction
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		NRI Forms







Please select a form:




 Business Number Request Agreement to Maintain Records Canada Customs Invoice NAFTA Certificate of Origin Finance Credit Application Tips for completing CCI Tips for completing NAFTA form
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		NRI Resources







Please select a resource:




 Becoming a Non-Resident Importer (NRI)
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		FBA Forms







Please select a form:




 FBA Canada Customs Invoice USMCA/CUSMA Certificate of Origin USMCA/CUSMA Certificate of Origin Continuation page Finance Credit Application Tips for completing FBA CCI
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		Benefits of becoming an NRI







As an NRI, you will be able to:

	Exercise greater control over your supply chain
	More effectively predict landed costs, manage price points and make customers’ buying decisions easier
	Compete on a level playing field with domestic suppliers (as shipping goods DDP conveys the impression that they’re coming from a Canadian vendor, and customers are more likely to purchase products when the listed price is the “all in” final price)
	Work with one customs broker who knows your business intimately (ensuring accurate, consistent information and easy access to all import records)
	Expand your market reach and, by reducing your overall cost to supply goods into Canada, improve your profit margins
	Enhance your ecommerce and gain higher customer satisfaction
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		FBA Resources







Please select a resource:




 FBA YouTube Channel OGD Reference Sheet (PDF)
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					CDN Customs Demo Login				
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					eCommunications Sign up				
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	Job Application

Please complete all required fields!




	
		
			
					Personal Details

			

			

				Name(*)

				
					
						
						Invalid Input
						

					

				

			

			

				Surname(*)

				
					
						
						Invalid Input
						

					

				

			

			

				Email Address(*)

				
					
						
						Invalid Input
						

					

				

			

			
					

			

			
					Contact Details

			

			

				Address

				
					
						
						Invalid Input
						

					

				

			

			

				City

				
					
						
						Invalid Input
						

					

				

			

			

				Postal Code

				
					
						
						Invalid Input
						

					

				

			

			

				Country

				
					
						
						Invalid Input
						

					

				

			

			

				Telephone

				
					
						
						Invalid Input
						

					

				

			

			

				Cell Phone

				
					
						
						Invalid Input
						

					

				

			

			
					

			

			
					Qualifications

			

			

				Do you have a Degree?

				
					
						Yes
No

						Invalid Input
						

					

				

			

			

				Where Did You Complete Your Degree?

				
					
						
						Invalid Input
						

					

				

			

			

				Title of your Degree?

				
					
						
						Invalid Input
						

					

				

			

			

				Upload Your CV

				
					
						
						Only the following file extensions are allowed: pdf, txt, rtf, doc and docx
						

					

				

			

			
					

			

			

				*(*)

				
					
						 I have read and understood the privacy policy.
						Invalid Input
						

					

				

			

			
					

			

			

				
					
						

			
			  
				
				  
					
				  

				  
					
				  

				

			  

			

						Invalid Input
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